Answers to the Where is That? Winter Challenge

1. Western Student Services building – main lobby
2. Plaque is found on the wall outside of the Molecular Biology Laboratories, which is between the Medical Sciences Building and Kresge
3. Benson House – on Western Road near the lights at Elgin Drive
4. Western Road Entrance into Western
5. Achievement plaque for Dentistry on Dental Sciences Building wall, near the elevators
6. Alumni Hall circle
7. Veterans memorial plaque beside the stone mural in the lobby of the Medical Sciences Building
8. Front entrance to Brescia College
9. Parking and Keys office in the Support Services Building on Western Road at Elgin Drive
10. Outside view of the Thompson Recreation Centre
11. Starbuck in UCC
12. Plaque on the wall inside of the Thomson Recreation Centre, outside of arena
13. Statue in the green space beside McIntosh Gallery
14. Side view of the Visual Arts Building on Perth Drive
15. Sundial outside of the Planetarium, beside Spencer Engineering Building
16. Front of the 3M Building that houses the Fowler Kennedy Sports Clinic
17. West wall of the Law Building.
18. Scott Russell’s banner on the wall of North Campus Building
19. Advanced Facility for Avian Research, behind the Support Services Building and beside Graphic Services
20. Campus Police office, between Lawson Hall and University College
21. Greenhouses on Perth Drive, across the street from the Visual Arts Building
22. Plaque on bench outside of the Medical Sciences Building
23. Plaque on wall on the Natural Sciences Centre near the main entrance doors
24. Statue in green space outside of McIntosh Gallery